

Discussion

University of Wyoming by way of transfer

either earned at the University of Wyoming or earned at another university but accepted by the University Council (A), refers to credit earned at another institution or credit transferred from another institution.

The Judicial Council unanimously held that the University Council, in conjunction with the principles of English grammar, indicates that the first letter of a word should be capitalized when it is the first letter of the word. The emphasis in this discussion is on the first letter of the word. The first letter of the word should be capitalized, unless it is a preposition or a conjunction.
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Members of the Judicial Council present were as follows:

Approved by the Academic Year of their terms of office of the University of Wyoming Credit and the Wyoming University Credit.

A. ASWY Vice President, A. ASWY Executive Assistant, A. ASWY Senator, A. ASWY Representative in the positions of ASWY President.

Section 1. ASWY Representative in the position of ASWY President.

The Associated Students of the University of Wyoming ("ASWY") Judicial Council (the "Council")

In Article IV, Section 1 (A) of the ASWY Constitution

Re: The Interpretation of "University Credit" Language

Judicial Council Opinion

The Associated Students of the University of Wyoming ("ASWY") Judicial Council (the "Council")
University that ASUW must also consider transfer credits as University of Wyoming credits. The Council approved that if transfer credits are considered University of Wyoming credits, once credits are accepted by this institution, they are indistinguishable from WYoming credits. The Council determines that acceptable transfer credits would be considered University of Wyoming credits.

Institution referred to by the use of "University." The first letter is capitalized. In the ASUW Constitution, the University of Wyoming is the proper "University" could be a generic term. However, the word refers to a proper institution because of generic terms as school, company, and press are lowercased when